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Figure 6. The train station
Santa Maria Novella in
Florence, constructed 1933–35
(photograph, 1936)

tent than, for example, that which was realized under National Socialism in
Germany. Modernist forms were applied not only for industrial buildings, but also
for all projects deemed suitable for expressing the propagated progress of the Fascist revolution. These included civil engineering projects as well as buildings related
to hygiene and health, sport, communication, and transportation. Modernist forms
were also applied to the regime’s own institutions13 and party headquarters, such
as, for example, the Case del Fascio. Nevertheless, these rationalist constructions
remained controversial. Especially projects resulting from national competitions,
such as the train station of Florence (1933–35)14 or the new town of Sabaudia
(1933–34) in the Pontine Marshes (see fig. 10),15 were widely debated in public.

Rome’s University City
The debates concerning the train station of Florence and many other projects were
characterized by a stylistic either/or dynamic. In other cases, the regime’s consensus politics were useful to the design process. For this reason, Mussolini16 engaged
architects with various stylistic backgrounds in order to create the new university
campus, La Sapienza, in Rome, which was constructed between 1932 and 1936. The
aim of this collaboration was to prove that collaborative work between various
architectural groups was possible.17 Marcello Piacentini, who was responsible for
the design of the master plan as well as for the rector’s building, personally selected
the architects and determined which buildings they should design. The appointed
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architects were required to subordinate their designs to Piacentini’s overall concept,
which aimed to give the university campus a modern but “Italian” character. Overall, the task demanded the architects’ willingness to make compromises and to
restrain their individuality.
The result was an extraordinary innovation of urban planning and design. The
defined framework consisted of a traditional orthogonal layout with a main axis
and various subaxes. The individual buildings, however, displayed individual stylistic designs while remaining consistent with the collective urbanism idea. The university campus was the first example of ensemble urbanism, which would thereafter
often be applied in urban planning.

ences to internal colonialism appeared in published news of the bonifica of Agro
Pontino, detailing the experiences made in Sabaudia, Pontinia, Pomezia, Aprilia,
and Littoria.
In 1939 Pedro Muguruza presented his “Ideas generales sobre el Plan Nacional
de Ordenación y Reconstrucción” [General ideas about the national plan for planning and reconstruction] at the First National Assembly of Architects, a reflection
on the unpublished “Ten-year Plan for Reconstruction.” 6 Here, complementing the
guidelines for the Service to Devastated Regions, he defined precisely the infrastructure that was to be constructed (for example, military or civilian headquarters,
courts, barracks, town halls) for the management of the government.
Some years later, he presented to Eduardo Torroja the necessity for technical
systematization of what would be understood (well differentiated from what was
initially proposed) as a national revival plan. For Muguruza, to reconstruct did not
mean to rebuild homes, but rather to establish the state apparatus, complementing
the idea of economic reconstruction. To understand the reality of that plan, it is
useful to study official public calls for tenders published in those early years in the
Boletín Informativo of the DGA.
The Institute of Credit for the Reconstruction, DGRD, and DGA were the three
legs upon which the reconstruction was established. For this reason, the credit
amounts granted by official agencies focused both on enhancing and rebuilding in
the short term and on agriculture as an alternative to a destroyed industry (that is,
building administrative buildings, whether barracks, government buildings, or government offices). The selection criteria for projects in rural centers were not based
on the degree of destruction, but on the role the respective centers should play. Following the suggestions of agricultural engineers who collaborated on the policy, the
relocation of some centers a short distance away from their original locations was
proposed. This was considered a way to integrate a new population into the project
on a large scale, which amounted to the configuration of a new economic space.

The EUR World Exhibition

A Complex Implementation

Figure 7. The university campus of Rome, constructed 1932–36 (contemporary aerial photograph)

A few years later, a similar collective effort was undertaken under Piacentini’s
direction: the planning of the World Exhibition E 42 (known today as EUR). The
E 42 is part of the regime’s third phase, which began with Italy’s invasion of Ethi51

Since Bidagor’s role was not limited to laying the foundations for urban growth,
knowing how to transmit standards (for example, oversight, evaluation, and
interpretation) was just as important as being able to plan them. Bidagor also put
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Figure 3. General Direction of devastated regions, Plan for the “New Belchite,” 1940
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